The millionaire format is sold worldwide with the same rules with small variations like the amount of the final prize to adjust for the currency value. One rule is the presence of the two milestone or parachute questions 5 and 10 to prevent the contestants' prize from falling further if they answer wrong.

Have you read this book? We'd like to know what you think about it. Write a review about Slumdog Millionaire book by Vikas Swarup and you'll earn 50c in Boomerang Bucks loyalty dollars. You must be a Boomerang Books account holder. It's free to sign up and there are great benefits!

Slumdog Millionaire 2008
Cast and crew credits including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more, Slumdog Millionaire Vikas Swarup Ram Mohammad Thomas answers all the questions correctly on a TV quiz show and wins a billion rupees but how does he know the answers? Vikas Swarup retold by John Escott. Abstract Slumdog Millionaire is an adapted intermediate level reader written by Vikas Swarup. Catalogue search for author Escott, John results 1 10 of 11 sorted by relevance.
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Brutally slung in prison on suspicion of cheating because how can a kid from the slums know who Shakespeare was unless he is pulling a fast one in the order of the questions on the show, Ram tells us which amazing adventures in his street kid life gave him.
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So you can listen to the story as you read it.
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